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We relate the second order structure function of a time series with the power spectrum of the
original variable, taking an assumption of statistical stationarity. With this approach, we find that
the structure function is strongly influenced by the large scales. The large scale contribution and
the contribution range are respectively 79% and 1.4 decades for a Kolmogorov -5/3 power spectrum.
We show numerically that a single scale influence range, over smaller scales is about 2 decades. We
argue that the structure function is not a good method to extract the scaling exponents when the
data possess large energetic scales. An alternative methodology, the arbitrary order Hilbert spectral
analysis which may constrain this influence within 0.3 decade, is proposed to characterize the scaling
property directly in an amplitude-frequency space. An analysis of passive scalar (temperature)
turbulence time series is presented to show the influence of large scale structures in real turbulence,
and the efficiency of the Hilbert-based methodology. The corresponding scaling exponents ζθ(q)
provided by the Hilbert-based approach indicate that the passive scalar turbulence field may be less
intermittent than what was previously believed.
PACS numbers: 94.05.Lk, 05.45.Tp, 02.50.Fz11
I. INTRODUCTION12
The most intriguing property of fully developed turbu-13
lence is its scale invariance, characterized by a sequence of14
scaling exponents [1, 2]. Since Kolmogorov’s 1941 mile-15
stone work, structure function analysis is widely used to16
extract these scaling exponents [3–6]. The second order17
structure function is written as (we work in temporal18
space here, through Taylor’s hypothesis)19
S2(ℓ) = 〈∆uℓ(t)2〉 ∼ ℓζ(2) (1)
where ∆uℓ(t) = u(t + ℓ) − u(t) is the velocity incre-20
ment, ℓ is separation time, and according to K41 the-21
ory ζ(2) = 2/3 in the inertial range [1, 2]. However, the22
structure function itself is seldom investigated in detail23
[7, 8]. Structure functions have been considered as ‘poor24
man’s wavelets’ by some authors [7]. This was mainly25
linked to a bound in the singularity range that can be26
grasped by structure functions.27
In this paper, we address another issue, the contribu-28
tion from the large scale structures part and the influence29
range of a single scale. By taking a statistic stationary30
assumption and the Wiener-Khinchin theorem [9], we re-31
late the second order structure function to the Fourier32
power spectrum of the original velocity [2]. We define a33
cumulative function P(f, ℓ) to characterize the relative34
contribution of large scale structures, where ℓ is the sep-35
aration scale. It is found that for a pure Kolmogorov36
5/3 spectrum the large scale contribution range is more37
than 1.4 decades and the corresponding relative contri-38
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bution is about 79%. We show an analysis of experimen-39
tal homogeneous and nearly isotropic turbulent velocity40
data base. The compensated spectra provided by differ-41
ent methods show that, due to the influence of large scale42
structures, the second order structure function predicts a43
shorter inertial range than other approaches. The cumu-44
lative function estimated from the turbulence database45
shows that the largest contribution of the second order46
structure function is coming from the large scale part.47
We then check the influence of a single scale by using48
fractional Brownian motion (fBm) simulations. We show49
that the influence range over smaller scales is as large50
as two decades. We also show that the Hilbert-based51
methodology [10–12] could constrain this effect within 0.352
decade. We finally analyze a passive scalar (temperature)53
time series, in which the large scale ‘ramp-cliff’ structures54
play an important role [13–15]. Due to the presence of55
strong ramp-cliff structures, the structure function anal-56
ysis fails. However, the Hilbert-based approach displays57
a clear inertial range. The corresponding scaling expo-58
nents are quite close to the scaling exponents of longitu-59
dinal velocity, indicating a less intermittent passive scalar60
statistics than what was believed before.61
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we62
briefly introduce the empirical mode decomposition and63
arbitrary order Hilbert spectral analysis. By considering64
Wiener-Khinchin theorem, an analytical model for the65
second order structure function is proposed in section66
III. In section IV, analysis results of passive turbulence67
(temperature) experiment data are presented. We draw68
the main results and conclusions in section V.69
2II. ARBITRARY ORDER HILBERT SPECTRAL70
ANALYSIS71
Arbitrary order Hilbert spectral analysis is an ex-72
tended version of the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT)73
[16, 17]. It is designed to characterize scale invariant74
properties directly in an amplitude-frequency space [10–75
12]. The method possesses two steps: Empirical Mode76
Decomposition (EMD) and Hilbert spectral analysis. We77
present a briefly introduction below.78
A. Empirical Mode Decomposition79
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FIG. 1: (Color online) An example of IMF from EMD: lo-
cal extrema points (#), envelope (thick solid line) and run-
ning mean (dashed line). It indicates both amplitude and
frequency modulations of the Hilbert-based method.
The idea behind EMD is to consider the multi-scale80
properties of real time series. Then Intrinsic Mode Func-81
tions (IMFs) are proposed as mono-scale components.82
To be an IMF, a function has to satisfy the following83
two conditions: (i) the difference between the number of84
local extrema and the number of zero-crossings must be85
zero or one; (ii) the running mean value of the envelope86
defined by the local maxima and the envelope defined by87
the local minima is zero [16, 17]. Figure 1 shows an ex-88
ample of IMF from EMD, showing both amplitude- and89
frequency-modulations of Hilbert-based method [12, 16].90
The EMD algorithm, a sifting process, is then designed91
to decompose a given time series x(t) into a sum of IMF92
modes Ci(t)93
x(t) =
n∑
i=1
Ci(t) + rn(t) (2)
where rn(t) is the residual, which is either a constant or94
a monotone function [16–18]. Unlike classical decompo-95
sitions (Fourier, Wavelet, etc.), there is no basis assump-96
tion before the decomposition. In other words, the basis97
is deduced by the data themselves, which means that98
this is a completely data-driven method with very local99
abilities in the physical domain [16, 19].100
B. Arbitrary order Hilbert Spectral Analysis101
After obtaining the IMF modes, Hilbert transform [20,102
21] is applied to each IMF103
Ci(t) =
1
π
P
∫
Ci(t
′)
t− t′ dt
′ (3)
where Ci(t) is the ith IMF mode and P indicates Cauchy104
principal value. Then the analytical signal is constructed105
CAi (t) = Ci(t) + jCi(t). The instantaneous frequency ω106
and amplitude A are estimated by107
ω(t) =
1
2π
dθ
dt
, A =
(
C2i (t) + C
2
i (t)
)1/2
(4)
in which θ = arctanCi(t)/Ci(t). Since the Hilbert trans-108
form is a singularity integration, the ω thus have very109
local ability in spectral space and are free with limita-110
tion of the Heisenberg-Gabor uncertainty principle [20–111
22]. After performing this on all modes series obtained112
from the analyzed series x(t), one obtains a joint pdf113
p(ω,A), which can be extracted from ω andA [10–12, 23].114
The arbitrary order Hilbert marginal spectrum is defined115
by considering a marginal integration of the joint pdf116
p(ω,A), which reads as117
Lq(ω) =
∫
p(ω,A)Aq dA (5)
where q ≥ 0, ω is the instantaneous frequency, A the118
amplitude [10–12]. In case of scale invariance, we expect119
Lq(ω) ∼ ω−ξ(q) (6)
We have shown elsewhere that ξ(q) = 1 + qH for frac-120
tional Brownian motion, where H is Hurst number [10–121
12]. This generalized Hilbert spectral analysis has been122
successfully applied to turbulence velocity [10], daily123
river flow discharge [24], surf zone [25], etc., to char-124
acterize the scale invariance directly in the amplitude-125
frequency space [12].126
The main drawback of the Hilbert-based methodology127
is its first step, Empirical Mode Decomposition, which is128
an algorithm in practice without rigorous mathematical129
foundation [16, 22]. Flandrin and his co-workers have130
obtained some theoretical results on the EMD method131
[19, 26–28]. However, more theoretical work is still132
needed to fully mathematically understand this method.133
III. SECOND ORDER STRUCTURE FUNCTION134
The structure function is the most widely used method135
in turbulence research to extract the scaling exponents136
[2–6, 29]. It has also been used in may other fields to137
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Compensated spectra of transverse
velocity. A plateau is observed on the range 40 < f < 4000
Hz for Fourier spectrum (solid line) and 20 < f < 2000 Hz
for Hilbert spectrum (#), respectively. For comparison, the
compensated spectra for the second order structure function
() is also shown. The compensated values β are estimated
case by case. For display convenience, the curves have been
vertically shifted.
f (Hz) 0.01 0.04 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 10 100
P (%) 0.46 2.95 9.91 24.0 62.7 78.6 95.3 99.0
Q (%) -2.3 -14.1 -44.4 -83.5 1.8 49.0 88.5 97.6
TABLE I: Index values of analytical expressions P(f, 1) and
Q(f, 1) with β = 5/3 for several frequencies.
characterize the scale invariance properties of time se-138
ries, e.g. climate data [30], financial research [31], to139
quote a few. The relationship between the second order140
structure function and the corresponding Fourier power141
spectrum has been investigated previously by Lohse and142
Mu¨ller-Groeling [32, 33]. They obtained an analytical143
expression of Fourier power spectrum for turbulent ve-144
locity by considering a Batchelor fit for the second order145
structure functions. They found that the energy pileups146
at the ends of scaling ranges in Fourier space, which leads147
to a bottleneck effect in turbulence. Here we focus on an-148
other aspect of the second order structure function, the149
scale contribution and contribution range from the large150
scale part.151
Considering a statistical stationary assumption and152
the Wiener-Khinchin theorem [9], we can relate the sec-153
ond order structure function to the Fourier power spec-154
trum of the original velocity [2]155
S2(ℓ) = 〈∆u(ℓ)2〉 =
∫ +∞
0
Eu(f)(1 − cos(2πfℓ)) df (7)
where we neglect a constant in front of the integral, and156
Eu(f) is the Fourier power spectrum of the velocity. Let157
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Semilog plot of analytical expressions
of P(f, 1) (solid line) and Q(f, 1) (dashed line) with β = 5/3
on the range 0.01 < f < 100 Hz. Symbols are respectively the
index values of P1(1) ≃ 79% (♦), the large scales part contri-
bution to the second order structure function, Q(0.496, 1) ≃ 0
(△), the zero-crossing point of the autocorrelation function,
and Q1(1) ≃ 49% (▽), the large scales part contribution to
the autocorrelation function, see also Table I.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Cumulative function P1(f) estimated
from turbulent experimental data for transverse velocity on
the inertial range 40 < f < 4000Hz. The analytical expres-
sion for P shows P1 ≃ 79% (horizontal solid line). We note
that all P1 ≥ 50%, which means that most contribution of the
second order structure function comes from the large scales
part f < 1/ℓ.
us introduce a cumulative function158
P(f, ℓ) =
∫ f
0 Eu(f
′)(1− cos(2πf ′ℓ)) df ′∫ +∞
0
Eu(f ′)(1− cos(2πf ′ℓ)) df ′
× 100% (8)
P(f, ℓ) is increasing from 0 to 1, and measures the relative159
contribution to the second order structure function from160
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Periodic effect on the second order
structure function with various intensities I , where the verti-
cal line illustrates the location of the perturbation sine wave.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Periodic effect on the second order
Hilbert marginal spectrum with various intensities I , where
the vertical line illustrates the location of the perturbation
sine wave.
0 to f . We are particular concerned by the case f =161
1/ℓ, P1(f) = P(f, ℓ)|f=1/ℓ, which measures the relative162
contribution from large scales. If we assume a power law163
for the spectrum164
Eu(f) = cf
−β, c > 0 (9)
when substituted into Eq. (7), this gives a divergent165
integral for some values of β. The convergence condition166
requires 1 < β < 3 [2]. In the appendix, we derive an167
analytical expression for S2(ℓ)168
S2(ℓ) =
cπβ−
1
2 Γ(32 − β2 )
(β − 1) Γ(β2 )
ℓβ−1 (10)
and for P(f, ℓ)169
P(f, ℓ) = 1
a(β)
{
(3 − β)(cos(f)− 1)f1−β + g(f, β) f3−β
}
× 100% (11)
in which a(β) =
√
π (3− β) 21−β Γ(3/2− β/2)Γ(β/2)−1,170
and g(f, β) = 1F2(3/2 − β/2, 3/2, 5/2 − β/2,−f2/4) is171
a generalized hypergeometric function [34]. For fully172
developed turbulence, the Kolmogorov spectrum corre-173
sponds to β = 5/3 [1, 2].174
We apply here the above approach to a database from175
an experimental homogeneous and nearly isotropic tur-176
bulent channel flow at downstream x/M = 20, where M177
is the mesh size. The flow is characterized by a Taylor178
microscale based Reynolds number Reλ = 720 and the179
sampling frequency is fs = 40, 000Hz [35]. The detail180
of this experiment can be found in Ref. [35]. Figure 2181
shows the compensated spectra for transverse velocity182
components on the range 5 < f < 10, 000Hz, in which183
the spectra are estimated by Fourier analysis (solid line)184
[35], the second order structure function (), and the185
5arbitrary order Hilbert spectral analysis (#) [10, 12], re-186
spectively. The compensated values β are estimated case187
by case. For comparison convenience, we represent the188
structure function as a function of f = 1/ℓ. Except for189
the structure function, there is a plateau which is more190
than two decades wide. We also note that the curves pro-191
vided by second order structure function and the Fourier192
power spectrum are not identical with each other, which193
is required by Eq. (7). This has been reported by sev-194
eral authors [2, 36, 37]. The difference may come from195
the finite scaling range [36, 37] and also violation of the196
statistical stationary assumption [12].197
We note that P(f, ℓ) is independent of ℓ since we as-198
sume a pure power law relation (9), see the appendix for199
more detail. Below we only consider the case ℓ = 1 s, e.g.200
P(f, 1). We concentrate on the large scales (f < 1Hz)201
contribution to the second order structrue function, e.g.202
P1(1) = P(f, 1)|f=1, which measures the contribution203
from large scales. Figure 3 and Table I show respectively204
the analytical curve P(f, 1) and various index values on205
the range 0.01 < f < 100Hz for a pure Kolmogorov206
power law by taking β = 5/3. The contribution from207
the large scales part (f < 1Hz) is 79% (♦), see Table208
I. The contribution from the first decade large scales,209
0.1 < f < 1Hz, is about 69%. For the second decade,210
0.01 < f < 0.1Hz, the contribution is about 9.5%. The211
large scale contribution range of the second order struc-212
ture function is more than 1.4 decades if we neglect the213
3% contribution from f < 0.04Hz, see Table I. We have214
given elsewhere an analytical model for the autocorrela-215
tion function of velocity increments based on the same216
idea [38]. It writes as217
R(ℓ, τ) =
∫ ∞
0
Eu(f)(1− cos(2πfℓ)) cos(2πfτ) df (12)
in which ℓ is the separation time and τ is the time delay218
[38]. We are particularly concerned with the case τ = ℓ,219
in which R(ℓ, τ) takes its minimum value [38]. Power law220
behavior is found as R(ℓ, τ)|τ=ℓ ∼ ℓβ−1 if one substitutes221
Eq. (9) into the above equation. The corresponding cu-222
mulative function reads as223
Q(f, ℓ) =
∫ f
0 Eu(f
′)(1 − cos(2πf ′ℓ)) cos(2πf ′ℓ) df ′∫∞
0 Eu(f
′)(1− cos(2πf ′ℓ)) cos(2πf ′ℓ) df ′×100%
(13)
Again, assuming the pure power law of Eq. (9), we have224
an analytical expression for the above equation, see Eq.225
(A7) in the Appendix.226
For comparison, the analytical expression Q with β =227
5/3 is also shown as a dashed line in Fig. 3. We note228
that Q crosses zero at f ≃ 0.496Hz (△), see also Ta-229
ble I, which indicates that at this position, contributions230
from large scales f . 0.5Hz are vanishing (canceled by231
themselves). It indicates that the large scale contribution232
range is about 0.3 decade, e.g. 0.496 < f < 1Hz, and the233
contribution itself is found to be 49%, see Table I. This234
explains why the minimum value of the autocorrelation235
function of the velocity increments is a better indicator236
of the inertial range than structure functions [38]. The237
corresponding P1 = P(f, ℓ)|f=1/ℓ based on Eu(f) from238
the experimental data are shown in Fig. 4 for transverse239
velocity on the range 40 < f < 4000Hz, which is the240
inertial range predicted by Fourier power spectrum, see241
Fig. 2. The analytical value of P1(1) ≃ 79% provided242
by Eq. (11) is shown as a solid line. Below this line, the243
second order structure function is influenced by both the244
finite length of power law and, more importantly, large245
scale structures, see next paragraph. Above this line, it246
is thus influenced by the finite length of the power law (or247
viscosity). The index value of P1 is significantly larger248
than 50%, showing that the largest contribution of the249
second order structure function is coming from the large250
scale part.251
We then consider the influence of a single scale. We252
simulate a fBm time series x(t) with Hurst number H =253
1/3, corresponding to the Hurst value of turbulent ve-254
locity. A sine wave is superposed to the normalized fBm255
data with frequency f0 = 0.001Hz and various intensities256
I: x(t) = x(t)/Var(x) + I sin(2πf0t). We then perform257
structure function analysis and Hilbert spectral analysis258
on these data. Figure 5 shows the second order structure259
function. It is strongly influenced by the periodic com-260
ponent [10]. The influence range down to the small scale261
is as large as 2 decades. It indicates that the structure262
functions is strongly influenced by a large energetic scale263
structures, e.g. coherent structures. Figure 6 shows the264
corresponding second order Hilbert marginal spectrum265
where the influence down to the small scale is constrained266
within 0.3 decade. It might be linked to the fact that the267
first step of the arbitrary order Hilbert spectral analysis,268
the empirical mode decomposition, acts a dyadic filter269
bank for several types of time series [10, 19, 39].270
IV. PASSIVE SCALAR TURBULENCE271
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FIG. 7: A 0.2s portion of the temperature time series, showing
strong ramp-cliff structures.
The above arguments and results indicate that the272
structure functions are strongly influenced by the large273
scales and that this approach is not a good methodology274
to extract the scaling exponents when the data possess275
large energetic scale structures. This is the case of scalar276
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Fourier power spectrum and Hilbert
marginal spectrum for temperature. Compensated spectra
by f5/3 are shown as inset. Both methods predict power
law behavior on the range 80 < f < 2000 Hz. For display
convenience, the curves have been vertical shifted.
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Scaling exponents for passive scalar,
which is estimated by Hilbert-based approach ξθ(q) − 1 (#),
and the structure functions ζθ(q) (♦). For comparison, the
scaling exponents compiled by Schmitt [40] () for passive
scalar, and compiled by Arneodo et al. [41] for the velocity
(dashed-line) are also shown.
turbulence: ramp-cliff structures are an important signa-277
ture of the passive scalar [13–15, 42]. To consider this ex-278
perimentally, we analyze here a temperature time series279
obtained in a shear layer between a jet flow and a cross280
flow. The bulk Reynolds number is about Re = 60000.281
The initial temperature of the two flows are TJ = 27.8
◦C282
and T = 14.8◦C. The measurement location is close to283
the nozzle of the jet. Figure 7 shows a 0.2s portion tem-284
perature data, illustrating strong ramp-cliff structures.285
Figure 8 shows the Fourier power spectrum (dashed286
line) and Hilbert marginal spectrum (solid line), where287
the inset shows the compensated spectra by f5/3. Both288
methods predict a more than 1.4 decades power law be-289
havior on the range 80 < f < 2000Hz. However, the290
Fourier analysis requires high order harmonic compo-291
nents to represent the ramp-cliff structures. It leads to292
an artificial energy transfer from low frequencies (large293
scales) to high frequencies (small scales) in Fourier space,294
causing a less steep spectrum [12, 16]. Since both EMD295
and Hilbert spectral analysis have a very local ability, the296
effect of ramp-cliff structures is constrained.297
Due to the presence of ramp-cliff structures, the struc-298
ture function analysis fails (figure not shown here, see299
Ref. [12]). However, the Hilbert-based methodology300
shows a clear inertial range also for other moment orders,301
up to q = 8 (not shown here). Figure 9 shows the scaling302
exponents provided by Hilbert-based approach ξθ(q)− 1303
(#). For comparison, the scaling exponents directly es-304
timated by structure functions ζθ(q) (♦), the scaling ex-305
ponents ζθ(q) () compiled by Schmitt [40] for passive306
scalar, and the ESS scaling exponents ζ(q) (dashed line)307
for velocity [41]. Due to the effect of ramp-cliff structures,308
the scaling exponents provided directly by the structure309
functions seem to saturate when q > 2. The scaling ex-310
ponents ξθ(q)−1 provided by the Hilbert-based method-311
ology are quite close to the ESS for the longitudinal ve-312
locity [41], indicating a less intermittent scalar field than313
what was believed before. We must underline here that314
the Hilbert-based approach provided the same exponents315
as the structure function for the velocity field [10] when316
there is no large scale energetic forcing. The difference317
found here for the passive scalar case may thus come from318
the fact that temperature fluctuations have a strong large319
scale contribution. Apparently the ramp-cliff structure is320
a large scale of the order of an integral scale [13]. The321
cliff is sharp, and thus is manifested at the small scales:322
this may be interpreted as a coupling between the large323
ramp-cliff structures and the small scales [13]. As we324
argued above, the inertial range, if it exists, is strongly325
influenced by the these large scale structures.326
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY327
In summary, based on an assumption of statistical sta-328
tionarity, we investigated here an analytic model of the329
second order structure function. By introducing a cumu-330
lative function, we have found that the structure function331
is strongly influenced by the large scales. The large scale332
contribution range is found as being 1.4 decades wide and333
the contribution is about 79%. We have shown numer-334
ically that the single scale influence range down to the335
small scale is as large as 2 decades. The Hilbert-based336
methodology may constrain the large scale effect to 0.3337
decade. We then showed an analysis from a passive scalar338
time series with strong ramp-cliff structures, in which the339
classical structure functions fail. Surprisingly, the scal-340
ing exponents predicted by Hilbert-based approach are341
almost the same as the scaling exponents for longitudi-342
7nal velocity in fully developed turbulence, indicating a343
less intermittent passive scalar statistics than what was344
believed before.345
This should be verified using more databases, but it346
may be giving an explanation to the question open for347
a long time, of why passive scalars, being passive quan-348
tities, are more intermittent than the velocity field. We349
hope that the result obtained here can contribute to re-350
considering the statistical properties of turbulence with351
large energetic scale structures.352
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Appendix A: Analytical expression of the second368
order structure functions369
In this Appendix, we show hot to obtain the analytical370
expressions (10) and (11) for the second order structure371
functions and its cumulative function (8), respectively,372
for a scaling power law spectrum given by Eq. (9).373
We substitute Eq. (9) into Eq. (7)
S2(ℓ) =
∫ ∞
0
cf−β(1− cos(2πfℓ)) df (A1)
After a scaling transform f ′ = 2πℓf , we have
S2(ℓ) = (2πℓ)
β−1
∫ ∞
0
cf ′−β(1− cos(f ′)) df ′ (A2)
We rewrite the integration range from 0 to f
S2(ℓ, f) = (2πℓ)
β−1
∫ f
0
cx−β (1− cos(x)) dx (A3)
By applying integration by parts, we have
S2(ℓ, f) =
c(2πℓ)β−1
1−β
{
x1−β(1− cos(x))︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
|f0
−
∫ f
0
x1−β sin(x) dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
} (A4)
where 1 < β < 3. It is not difficult to show that
limf→0A = 0. An analytical expression for B is
B = 1F2(3/2− β/2, 3/2, 5/2− β/2,−f2/4) (A5)
in which 1F2 is a generalized hypergeometric function
[34]. In the limit f →∞, we have
lim
f→∞
A = 0, lim
f→∞
B =
√
π Γ(32 − β2 )
2β−1 Γ(β2 )
(A6)
We finally obtain Eq. (10) and (11).374
The analytical expression for Q can be obtained by the375
same procedure, which reads as376
Q(f, ℓ) = 1
b(β)
{
(3− β)(cos(f)− 1) cos(f)f1−β + h(f, β) f3−β
}
× 100% (A7)
in which b(β) = −√π (3 − β) (21−β − 1/2) Γ(3/2 −377
β/2)Γ(β/2)−1, and g(f, β) = 2 1F2
(
3/2 −β/2, 3/2, 5/2−378
β/2,−f2)− 1F2(3/2− β/2, 3/2, 5/2− β/2,−f2/4), and379
1F2 is again a generalized hypergeometric function. It is380
also independent of ℓ.381
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